How Tamarack Hurdled War Handicaps

In 1943 New York district golf clubs suffered an acute shortage of just about everything in the book, except courage. Among them, Tamarack CC of Greenwich, Conn., found itself in about the toughest location, geographically imaginable. As a result of the gasoline shortage and other handicaps Tamarack had lost nearly half its members before the 1943 season got under way. The remaining members simply determined that the club's half million dollar property would not be allowed to fall apart, with the result that an accumulated deficit of $6,000 which added crimson coloring to their 1943 opening was turned into a business like blue by the time the loyal Tama-whackers went to the tee this spring. Here are some 'takes' from the scenario from Warren Bullock, a member of the cast:

"Transportation—By pooling transportation and car usage, enough members were able to keep playing to retain the club on an active status—even providing caddies, with caddy carts when boys were short. The club converted its rainy day play room into a barracks style dormitory, so members could go out Friday night and stay the week-end.

"Restaurant—Unused plots of land were converted into Victory Gardens (I don’t mean the mashie and niblick type of operations either). Our steward beat the OPA ration point problem by serving fresh garden truck from our own gardens.

"Balls?—Yes, we had them. Members with President Joseph A. Lockhart as chief factotum pooled all their resources in the way of balls whose virgin faces had been tampered with by missed iron shots and sent them in to be reprocessed in quantity lots. Adding to the collection were caddies in bathing suits conducting submarine operations in the water hazards, and Joe Lockhart spent his spare moments with other assistants in combing the rough for lost pills.

"Upkeep—With the manpower shortage it was a problem to keep the course in decent condition. However, members instead of playing the nineteenth hole turned in (at times) to a little field work on traps, etc., and rules about replacing divots and raking away footprints in traps were strictly enforced.

"Tournaments—The usual club events were held with war bond prizes provided by a membership sports pool. The same problems will be met this year, but with last year's experience we are not worrying."

Overseas G. I. Joe Tells of Balls They Use

In June, Jack Stafford, engineer with the General Electric Company at Pittsfield, Mass., and active leader in the company's employees' tournaments, received a letter from R. E. Anderson, a former employee now with the Army "somewhere in England", highlighting the value and delight of playing with a good golf ball. Anderson wrote:

"Jim McGurk has written me that he is able to send me a dozen golf balls which you so generously gave him. I want you to know that I am deeply appreciative of your generosity and thoughtfulness in doing this and want to assure you that the receipt of these balls will be one of the most welcome gifts ever received by anyone. Thanks an awful lot.

"Well, Jack, I've seen fellows over here playing with balls that you wouldn't even bother to knock away—you'd just leave them, they were so bad. Fellows over here have played with balls that must have had at least six or seven good nicks in them. I've seen one Englishman with a ball that's had a piece of the cover cut off by a knife so the loose piece cut off wouldn't interfere too much with his putting. I picked up an old scab in the middle of the fair-
way that was so bad that I took my No. 5 out and belted it off the course and when a fellow came up looking for a ball he had hit in that vicinity, I had to 'fess up that I knocked it away and give him a good one to replace it. Heck, the ball I hit away was almost square — no fooling.

“When you see the lack of equipment over here and realize the difficulties these people have in maintaining some semblance of play, you’re glad you belong to a fraternity that takes the game so seriously. As long as there are fellows who will put up with conditions such as these to play golf, there will always be golf — the best game in the world. You can rest assured that your golf balls will have their covers knocked off before they’re discarded over here.”

**Buzz Bombs Vs. Golf Clubs**

It is reported that a course most frequently followed by pilotless buzz bombs on their way to London is over a number of well-known golf courses, and several clubhouses have been taken over as billets for workers engaged in repair work. One clubhouse is large enough to house 200 workers and it can be readily realized that with so many in temporary dormitories and their canteens, few amenities of the club remain for enjoyment of members. However, all for the good of the cause, say the Englishmen.

**It's the "Barbed Wire CC"**

The National War Fund at New York City reports the establishment of several “Barbed Wire Country Clubs” for prisoners of war who have been placed in camps, location unnamed “over there”. Golf equipment is supplied through the War Prisoners Aid of the Y.M.C.A., a member of the NWF. The agency reports that “membership is frightfully exclusive” and that there is a somewhat different penalty than USGA rules for players declared “out of bounds”. Surely, these golfers would have liked a fling at the recent All-American Open — or any “open”.

---

**Classified Advertisements**

**Pro**—Recently discharged from Army. Fifteen years experience. Desires position in Florida. Excellent references. Address: Ad. 901, % Golfdom.

**Able Professional** with broad experience, good player and capable instructor, desires connection with Southern Hotel resort or country club. Highest references to integrity and ability. Address: Ad. 908, % Golfdom.

**Manager**—would like golf club to manage. 20 years' experience in greenkeeping and caring for clubs. Also experience in teaching. Address: Ad. 903, % Golfdom.

**Pro-Greenkeeper** and widely known instructor of golf with over 20 years experience will be available for position as Pro for winter season or entire year. Recommendations furnished on inquiry. Address: Ad. 904, % Golfdom.

**Position wanted** as experienced Pro-Greenkeeper or complete management of medium sized club. 15 years successful experience. Belongs to GSA: also CMAA. Can furnish A1 references as to ability, character and credit. Wife can assist with management of dining room. Address: Ad. 905, % Golfdom.

**Wanted**—by experienced club Manager with crew, club or inn in the South. Salary or concession leases. At present with a large, prominent country club. Address: Ad. 906, % Golfdom.

**Pro-Greenkeeper**—widely known veteran with outstanding record in course maintenance, teaching and business management will be available for new location, preferably southern central location. Many years with present club and finest recommendations from club officials and golf authorities in all parts of the country. Address: Ad. 907, % Golfdom.

**Wanted**—Competent club manager for high-class country club in Chicago district. All year round position. When replying state experience, references and salary expected. Address: Ad. 908, % Golfdom.

**Pro** and wife would like small club to manage for winter months in the South, or an all-year-round job. At present in club for summer months. Address: Ad. 909, % Golfdom.

**Pro-Greenkeeper**—Desires change; now employed. Can furnish excellent references from present club. A1 credit rating. Competent and dependable; excellent record. Seven years at present club. Complete line of golf merchandise. Address: Ad. 910, % Golfdom.

**Wanted**—By a well-known golf course operator a 9 or 18-hole golf course with clubhouse and rooms in Florida, on the coast preferably. Give full information, will buy or lease. Address: Ad. 911, % Golfdom.

**For Sale**—Nine-hole golf course, complete with A-1 machinery. Money maker. Must sell this fall. Address: Ad. 912, % Golfdom.

**Internationally Known Pro**—Is open for a winter position, anywhere, Florida preferred. Coach golf for 17 years at a leading Eastern University. Now located in middle west. Address: Ad. 913, % Golfdom.

**Position Wanted**—Greenkeeper-Manager. 22 years experience with local clubs. Married; two children; age 46. Full knowledge of maintenance and operation of pro shop and clubhouse. Have built several courses. At present operating club. Fine habits; best of references. Address: Ad. 914, % Golfdom.

**Wanted**—To lease or buy, 9 or 18 hole golf course by experienced operator. Must be going club. At present operating club. Address: Ad. 915, % Golfdom.

**Pro**—desires change for 1946. At present employed. Class A. Member of PGA. A-1 credit rating. Highest references. At present club 15 years. Address: Ad. 916, % Golfdom.

**Professional**—also competent greenkeeper if needed. Now employed but desires change. Married. Draft exempt. Twenty years experience; highest credentials. Any location considered. Address: Ad. 917, % Golfdom.

**Nationally known professional-greenkeeper**—Married, age 37; 15 years successful experience in mid-west, south and southwest, desires immediate or postwar permanent, year-round connection as executive head of small or medium-size private golf club. Engaged in vital war work since Pearl Harbor. Fine record as teacher, membership builder, and maintenance administration. Thoroughly experienced in all departments. Either 9-hole or 18-hole clubs equipped with furnished living quarters, able to pay nominal salary, and interested in permanent first-class administrative ability. Address: Ad. 918, % Golfdom.

**Professional**—desires a position for the winter in the south. 25 years old; 4F; single. Please write Bud Wendlandt, Marshfield Golf Course, Marshfield, Wisconsin.

---

*September, 1944*